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By 1950, all of Portland’s once-packed streetcar lines had been ripped out
or replaced by buses. But in 2001, a new line opened—the first in the
country to begin new service since World War II.

Since then, city officials, urban planners, tourists and locals have arrived,
full of curiosity, to inspect the Portland Streetcar line. Some come simply
to ride it, others to see if this new old form of transportation could also be
right for their city. There is no doubt that the streetcar has played a part in
the latest chapter in Portland’s central-city resurgence. Since construction
began on the line, more than $1 billion in real estate development has
taken place near the alignment, and much more is planned. New jobs,
restaurants, and lifestyles have sprung up all around it, and people are
able to get around more easily downtown.

Leland Consulting Group prepared this report on behalf of Sacramento
Regional Transit to present the lessons learned and the financing and
development strategies of the Portland Streetcar, as well as several other
urban rail projects recently completed across the county.

Portland has provided a compelling model for streetcar development. We
believe that, if markets for urban living and retail remain strong and
public agencies can manage similar projects effectively, other
communities will be able to build successful streetcar lines. In so doing,
they have a chance to improve their appeal and livability, attract
businesses and residents, and expand their tax base.

Introduction
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Looking at the experience of the Portland Streetcar, Sacramento and other
cities can learn a lot about how to plan and implement a streetcar line.
The single greatest factor of success in Portland and elsewhere has been
creativity.  Creative planning, creative financing, creative management,
and creative marketing all are necessary to make a streetcar succeed.  The
following five principles capture the key lessons learned from Portland
and other new streetcar cities.

1. Streetcar is not Light Rail. So goes the mantra of Portland
Commissioner Charlie Hales, one of the Portland Streetcar’s chief
advocates. Both modes are shiny, sleek, and operate on steel rails and
wheels. But streetcars are smaller, lighter, quieter, considerably
cheaper, and work more easily in urban surroundings. They fit into
the existing fabric and scale of the downtown business district and
neighborhoods easily, and reinforce the existing environment without
major disruption.

2. The Streetcar is not just a transportation tool—it is a development
tool. Some of the Portland Streetcar’s greatest champions have been
real estate developers who recognized the connection between livable,
high-density urban neighborhoods, and the ease of mobility offered
by the streetcar. In fact, during the last flurry of streetcar building, in
the early 20th century, rail-line expansions were closely tied to land
development. Cities and agencies that can understand and harness
this connection—for livability and tax-base expansion benefits—will
get the most out of streetcar projects.

3. The Streetcar is a local transportation project; it does not directly
address regional transportation issues. The local scale of streetcar
projects impact what constituencies are likely to support them, how
they must be marketed to the public and decision makers, and
perhaps most importantly, how they will be funded.

4. The devil is in the details. It’s easy to focus on the big picture, but of
course, the details are just as important.  This is where creativity
comes into play - bringing together unique business models and
strategic thinkers to overcome the challenges of attracting
development and building major infrastructure in the middle of a
thriving urban environment.

5. The Portland Streetcar is an excellent model, but it is not the only
model. As we note at the end of this paper, there are numerous other
streetcar lines in operation or in the planning stages across the
country. Leaders interested in establishing a streetcar line in
Sacramento may also want to review—or ride—the lines in San
Francisco, Tacoma, or even Tampa, Florida, to see how those cities
did it.

Five Principles for Streetcar
Implementation in Sacramento
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The Portland
Streetcar: A
Case Study

Overview and Context

Watching the Portland Streetcar glide smoothly along through the city’s
neighborhoods, one might think the rail line slid effortlessly into existence in
the transit-friendly town. But the Streetcar was a good idea that was a long
time in coming.

Portland’s 1972 Downtown Plan, which set the stage for a
new era of planning in the city, set the vision for the
neighborhoods within and adjacent to the city’s
downtown core, and suggested that some sort of transit
“circulator” exist to move people between them. In the late
1980s, city commissioners began to discuss the idea in
earnest, and by 1994, the Streetcar line was adopted.

From the beginning, the Streetcar was intended to serve
several purposes. The first was to simply move residents
and workers between a handful of important anchors in
the city’s core. (See map on the following page.) The line
was to be anchored by Portland State University (PSU) at
the south end of downtown and Good Samaritan Hospital
in the northwest, between which riders could reach several
medium- and high-density residential districts, the
downtown office and shopping core, the government
center, the Cultural District, and other important
destinations. Second, the Streetcar was intended to help
foster high-density residential, retail, and employment
growth in two former industrial areas—the Pearl District
north of downtown and the South Waterfront to the south.1

To date, two separate phases of the line have been
constructed, and a third is in progress. The initial phase
includes most of the current line—2.4 miles of its current 3.0-mile distance—
while the second phase to RiverPlace added 0.6 miles, and the third, to Gibbs
St. in the South Waterfront, will add another 0.6 miles.2

Today, the streetcar carries 7,500 passengers per weekday, up from the 3,700 it
carried in the fall of 2001. As projected, the streetcar has helped to strengthen
existing neighborhoods, and has supported the creation of new ones in the
Pearl and South Waterfront. It is popular with residents and tourists and is
seen as a symbol of central Portland’s continued renewal even by those who
don’t ride it.

The Portland Streetcar:
A Case Study

1 The names of these two new areas can cause confusion, as they have changed over time, from
planning stages to occupancy. The Pearl District is also sometimes referred to as the River District,
while the South Waterfront area was for years called North Macadam.
2 Route distances and capital costs per mile can be deceptive. All distances and costs used in this
report are based on “one-way line distance.” In other words, despite the fact that the Portland
Streetcar is sometimes considered to be a 6-mile loop, we analyze it as a 3-mile line.

TABLE 1

The Portland Streetcar – Vital Statistics

Current one-way route distance 3 miles

Weekday ridership 7,800

Annual ridership 2,500,000

Passenger capacity 30 seated

127 standing

Phase I total cost $56.9 million

Cost per mile $23.7 million

Car manufacturer Skoda-Inekon

Timeline

“Circulator” suggested in

Central City Plan 1972

Streetcar line adopted January 1994

Capital Finance Plan Adopted June 1998

Construction begins March 1999

Operation begins July 2001

Source: Portland Streetcar, Inc.
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Planning

Critical to understanding the
Portland Streetcar is the
recognition that it was a highly
collaborative project,
spearheaded by leaders from a
variety of public, private, and
nonprofit organizations.

While the impetus for the Streetcar can be traced back to
the City-initiated planning processes of the 1970s, by the
1990s the project had been widely embraced by
developers, property owners, university and hospital
officials, and neighborhood representatives. For a
project that would ultimately depend on a broad variety
of funding sources as opposed to big Federal dollars,
this diverse base of support proved invaluable.

In 1995, the independent nonprofit Portland Streetcar,
Inc. (PSI), was selected by RFP process to implement the
streetcar line. While the creation of such an entity to
oversee what was ostensibly a public function follows
on a number of precedents in the Portland region, it had
never been done before for a major transportation
project. In retrospect, it seems to be a surprising
operational move, especially given the excellent track
record of TriMet, Portland’s regional transportation
agency, and the success of that agency’s MAX Light
Rail Transit (LRT) system.

However, Hales and others have cited several reasons
for the creation of PSI. First, the Streetcar had been a city-
led project from the beginning. As a regional agency,
TriMet’s focus was on moving thousands of residents
and workers, especially from the suburbs to the central
city, and alleviating regional traffic congestion, not on
circulating people around downtown. The goals of the
streetcar did not fit directly into the traditional public
transit calculus. Second, PSI grew from the broad base
of support already created by the streetcar concept and
was the structure most likely to maintain and
strengthen that base. PSI’s board includes members
from this broad base, and was especially instrumental
in marketing and implementing the Local Improvement District (LID)
property assessment, which would ultimately contribute
approximately $10 million to the project. The LID will be discussed in
detail in the next section. The marketing function of PSI was perhaps
more critical to the streetcar project than in many other public
initiatives, because it was such an unusual project—and many public
officials and citizens would need to be convinced that this “gimmick”
was worth the investment.

FIGURE 1

The Portland Streetcar route map.
Notice the emphasis on each of the

neighborhoods that the streetcar travels

through. These are not only destinations, but

areas with significant development potential.

The streetcar has connected existing

neighborhoods, while creating new ones, like

the South Waterfront.
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In 1995, Portland received an Economic Development Initiative grant from the
Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development that allowed the city
to continue its outreach, and preliminary design and engineering for the line.

Capital Funding and Construction: Lessons Learned

A first lesson to be drawn from the capital funding and construction of the
Portland Streetcar line is “creativity.”

The creative spirit is evident in the capital budgets for each of the Streetcar’s
three phases, as each is quite different. Where parking revenue bonds made
up the majority of construction costs in the first phase, tax increment
financing made the second phase happen, and the third’s driving financial
force is regional transportation funds. The shifting funding mix shows that
there is no “formula.” Instead, public and private managers of such projects
need to be creative in identifying and securing a broad variety of sources.

Which leads to a second lesson: pass the hat around. The costs of building the
streetcar have been widely drawn from a number of different sources. Perhaps
the most notable and infrequently used is the LID, in which property owners
voluntarily opted to levy a new assessment on themselves to help build the
line. But money has also come from city-owned parking lots, new parking
meters, tax increment financing, a transportation land sale, the federal and
regional levels, and several different city funds.

With the passage SAFETEA-LU, the nation’s newly-authorized transportation
bill, and the likelihood of a secure funding stream established by that bill’s
Small Starts program (discussed later), creative fundraising and a breadth of
sources may be at somewhat less of a premium. But we suspect that these
strategies will always be necessary to put together a top quality Streetcar line.

The remainder of this section describes the different funding sources that the
Portland Streetcar used for capital construction and operations.

TABLE 2

Portland Streetcar - Capital Funding Sources

All funding figures in millions of $.                        Phase I                     RiverPlace                       Gibbs
                                                       (NW Portland to PSU)             extension                    extension

City Parking Lot Bonds $28.6 50.3%
Local Improvement District 9.6 16.9% $3.0 18.8% $2.0 12.7%
TIF - South Park Blocks URA 7.5 13.2%
TIF - South Waterfront URA 8.4 52.5% 3.8 24.1%
City - General Funds/Dept. Funds 5.5 9.7% 0.6 3.8%
TriMet (from Federal Transportation Funds) 5.0 8.8% 10.0 63.3%
Transportation Land Sale 3.1 19.4%
U.S. HUD Grant 0.5 0.9% 0.8 5.0%
Miscellaneous 0.2 0.4% 0.1 0.6%

Total $56.9 $16.0 $15.8

One way route distance (miles) 2.4 0.6 0.6

Cost per mile $23.7 $26.7 $26.3

Source: Portland Streetcar, Inc.
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Capital Funding Breakdown and Description

The funding sources inventoried in this section are listed in order of their
importance to the Portland Streetcar’s first phase, from greatest to least.
Funding sources that were used in the RiverPlace and Gibbs extensions, but
not the initial phase, follow.

Parking Revenue Bonds. The City of Portland issued $28.6 million in revenue
bonds—almost exactly half of the final capital cost of the first phase of the
Streetcar. The revenue to support the bonds is generated by an increase in
parking rates of 20 cents per hour at Portland’s city-owned garages. The
increase in parking rates was partially justified by presenting the Streetcar as
a component of the overall mobility and parking puzzle for the central city -
political resistance to this change was relatively small.

Local Improvement District. A local improvement district, or LID, is a type of
special assessment district frequently used by communities to pay for capital
improvements that benefit a defined area. A specific geographic area is
determined based on the type of improvement and who will benefit from the
improvement. The assessment can be paid off all at one time or over a 10 or 20-
year period through the issuance of a bond.  A LID can be initiated by the local
government or by citizens in the affected area and requires approval from at
least 50 percent of the property owners in the district. LIDs are extremely
powerful funding tools because of the built-in political support by property
owners and because of the flexibility in structuring the LID to fairly allocate
costs and benefits.

The $9.6 million generated by the Phase I Streetcar LID not only provided
nearly 20 percent of the capital funds for Phase I, but, as discussed previously,
displayed and solidified political will for the streetcar amongst key
constituencies, including property owners and developers. Roger Shiels, of
Shiels Obletz Johnsen, Homer Williams, and other developers played a critical
role in “going door to door” to shore up support for the LID and streetcar.

Also critical was the significant support from major institutions along the
streetcar line. PSU and Good Samaritan Hospital contributed $1.5 and $1.2
million to the LID, respectively. Both of these institutions are tax-exempt and
could have attempted to extricate themselves from the LID, but participated
generously instead. Likewise, Hoyt Street Properties, a developer with
approximately 40 acres of developable land in the Pearl District, paid a lump
sum of $700,000. Apartment and commercial buildings, industrial properties,
churches, city parks, libraries, and museums were all required to pay an
assessment.

The only property types exempted from paying into the Phase I LID were
condominiums and federally-owned assets. In an area where condos are now
selling for more than $400 per square foot, this exclusion may seem to be both
inequitable and a mistake in terms of maximizing fundraising potential.
However, at the time the LID was formed, much of the Pearl District housing
boom had yet to occur and the City was attempting to spur high-density
residential development in the area. Streetcar project managers also feared
that a condo assessment could have had the immediate effect of creating
several thousand opponents to the Streetcar plan. Given these factors, they
decided to exempt condo owners from the assessment. In the latest Streetcar
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extension to the new South Waterfront residential
area, condominium developers will also be
assessed (although there are no residents living in
that district yet).

Utilizing the built-in flexibility that LID statutes
allow, the LID was carefully crafted to ensure that
the assessments were commensurate with the
benefit that the Streetcar was expected to confer on
different properties, and that the assessments
would never rise to what property owners
considered to be an unreasonable level. The
structure of the LID included a number of
measures to reach the first goal. First, project
managers drew an LID boundary that varies in
breadth, but generally includes properties located
within a narrow two- to four-block distance from
the streetcar line. Within that area, properties were
divided into two zones. Properties within 200 feet
of the line were placed in Zone A and assessed at
a higher rate; the others were included in Zone B
and assessed at a lower rate. An additional $30
per foot assessment was levied on properties with
street frontage along the Streetcar route.
Commercial properties (and the regional
institutions discussed above) paid a higher rate
than residential, local institutional, and industrial
properties.

In order to address the fear that the assessment
level would be too great, a cap of was placed on
the total amount that could be collected through
the LID. The cap was set at $8.32 million or 20
percent of the total project cost, whichever was
less. $8.32 million represents 0.76 percent of $1.1
billion--the  total assessed value that the PSI
projected for the entire area upon project
completion.  The contribution made by PSU was
outside this cap. 3

Property owners could also offset their Streetcar
contribution by applying the Transportation
System Development Charge (TSDC), normally
paid to the City to cover the costs of public
infrastructure for new development, towards the LID assessment. The TSDC
charge is approximately 0.25 percent of a property’s assessed value. As Table
3 shows, after the TSDC deduction and financing, the annual LID assessment
paid by a typical property owner is actually quite small—$734 dollars for a
property valued at $1 million.

TABLE 3*

LID Assessment for Sample Property

Property Name Property A
Assessed Value $1,000,000
Property Type Commercial
Zone            A
Assessment rate 0.825%
Property Value assessment $8,250

Streetcar Street Frontage (feet) 100
Assessment rate per foot $30
Street Frontage Assessment $3,000

Assessment subtotal $11,250

Less TSDC credit ($2,813)

Total LID Assessment $8,438

Total assessment rate
(Assessed value/LID assessment) 0.84%

Amortization constant
(20 year loan term at 6% rate) 8.70%

Annual LID Assessment $734
(Total annual assessment rate) 0.073%
Total Assessment payments
over 20 year term $14,681

TABLE 4*

LID Assessment Cap -  Entire District

Total LID projected assessed value $1,100,000,000
Total LID Assessment $8,320,000
Total assessment rate
(Total value/assessment) 0.76%

*These tables are explained in the text at left.

Source: Portland Streetcar, Inc.

3  Due to negotiations with PSU, and the school’s later entry into the LID, that institution’s
property value and assessment were not included in the initial LID cap calculation. When
PSU’s lump sum is included, the total LID contribution equals $9.6 million.
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Tax Increment Financing (Urban Renewal). Tax increment financing (TIF) is
one of the most frequently used urban development tools used in the country.
In an urban renewal district, or redevelopment area as they are known in
California, public projects can be financed by debt borrowed against the future
growth of property taxes in the district.  In the Sacramento area,
redevelopment areas are administered by the Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency, the Capitol Area Development Authority, and other
local agencies in each jurisdiction. For the Portland Streetcar’s first phase, TIF
funds from the South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Area (URA) were used and
applied to the southern portion of the line. This area extends from the city’s
central business core south into the PSU campus.

The “North Macadam” (South Waterfront) URA has since been established,
and funds from that district have assisted in the construction of the two latter
phases.

Federal/TriMet. In comparison to many large-scale transportation projects, the
federal contribution to the streetcar project is quite small. Consider, for
example, that while the streetcar was preparing to open, TriMet was busy
planning its new Interstate MAX light rail line, which would ultimately
receive $257 million in federal dollars. The federal money used for the
streetcar extensions was pooled and redistributed through TriMet in a
regional application process.

Operations

While most recent appraisals of the Portland Streetcar are highly positive,
judged by at least one key public transit metric—farebox capture—the
streetcar could be called a failure. The most recent operations budgets show
that the streetcar has a 2.2 percent farebox capture rate, far below TriMet’s
system average of 20 percent, and even smaller compared to some of the
agency’s most efficient bus and rail lines.

While an analysis based on these measurements is
accurate, it also misses the point of the streetcar, which
from the beginning was intended to be a short distance
circulator. In fact, because the city and TriMet have
long attempted to make public transit in the
downtown core as easy and appealing as possible to
residents, more than half of the Streetcar line is within
the “Fareless Square”—a large district covering
downtown Portland  where transit users are free to
ride without paying. Thus, much of the streetcar line
lacks what would otherwise be a larger component of
its operating budget.

As a result, TriMet picks up nearly two thirds of the tab for running the line—
a somewhat odd arrangement considering that the city spearheaded the
project while the transit agency played a minor supporting role. But it seems
to meet the expectations of both parties. The Fareless Square is a long-
established component of the region’s transportation structure, and TriMet
recognizes that the circulator function is an important one.

TABLE 5

2005 Operating Income

Fares $80,000
TriMet subsidy $2,060,000
Parking Meter Revenues $1,311,000
Sponsorships/Promotions $215,000
Total $3,666,000

Farebox Capture 2.2%

Source: Portland Streetcar, Inc.
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While the phenomenon of a
drastically low farebox capture rate
might seem to apply just in Portland,
and not Sacramento, it is interesting to
note that other recent streetcar cities
have sought to emphasize the
circulator role of streetcars and opted
to offer rides fare-free. For example,
the short streetcar line that recently
opened in Tacoma, Washington’s
downtown is also free. It seems that
the goals of encouraging easy, car-free
central city movement and real estate
development can conflict with the
basic aim of balancing the operating budget. This is a critical consideration
that any city looking at establishing a streetcar line should take into account.

In addition to the operating subsidy paid by TriMet, the Streetcar earns other
income from new metered parking areas and the sponsorship and advertising
on cars and at stops. In 2005, the streetcar earned nearly $300,000 in
sponsorships and promotions, all while maintaining a very classy, clean, and
largely ad-free look, inside and outside its cars.

PSI continues to manage the operations for the streetcar under an innovative
agreement with the city. Portland pays PSI to manage the streetcar. PSI then
contracts out to TriMet for most of its staffing needs, including vehicle drivers
and maintenance workers. PSI maintains a volunteer board of directors. Thus,
it is able to maintain a very lean office staffing model.

Parking Meter Revenues. One significant income stream that has been used to
fund streetcar operations, but not capital improvements, is revenue from
parking meters installed along the new streets of the Pearl District. New
parking meters in the South Waterfront and other areas are also expected to
contribute to operating costs. Like the capital funds generated by the City’s
parking lot bonds, the allocation of this revenue towards the Streetcar has
been justified because the Streetcar is seen as an important element of
transportation in the central city. In addition, the Streetcar has helped to open
and populate these areas--it is conceivable that there would be no parking
meter revenue at all without the line.  Adopted city policy states that increases
in the amount of parking meter revenues that are distributed to PSI will be tied
to increases in ridership.

The streetcar cruises through

Portland’s downtown core--

alongside cars, motorcyles,

and pedestrians.
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Development

The real estate development that has taken place near the Portland Streetcar
line since its opening in 2001 has been nothing less than dramatic.

An August 2004 inventory of development activity found $1.5 billion worth of
new real estate investment within the streetcar LID area between 1997 and
2004. The 80 projects catalogued contain more than 5,000 residential units,
740,000 square feet of ground floor retail space, and 1.3 million square feet of
office space.4

The Pearl District, for decades an industrial rail yard, is today a lively
neighborhood that contains art galleries, shops, restaurants, and several
thousand condos and apartments. New investment has also come to
established areas of Portland like the West End, where several apartment
projects have been built and several condo projects are underway.

And the pace of construction near the streetcar line shows no signs of
slacking. Building continues in the Pearl District. A three building, 222 unit
condo project will join new hotel, office, and existing residential components
at River Place. And further from downtown, in the South Waterfront, another
new streetcar neighborhood is taking shape. Two condo towers and one
medical building are under construction there, with many more expected to
follow.

As many have pointed out, all of this development activity cannot be
attributed to the introduction of the Streetcar alone. The redevelopment of the
Pearl District began in the mid-‘90s, before the plans for the rail line had even
been finalized. And there are likely some new urban residents who rarely, if
ever, ride the Streetcar.

But the streetcar has undeniably catalyzed the redevelopment of these areas
and become an integral part of the urban fabric there. Homer Williams and
Mark Edlen, both major development players in both the Pearl District and
South Waterfront have repeatedly said that they would be reluctant to build in

4 Some projects were still under construction at the time of the analysis.

Three views of
development along the
Portland Streetcar line.
Above left, a streetcar stops in

front of office and hotel

properties at RiverPlace, south

of downtown. Two of the city’s

new “Brewery Blocks”, center,

opposite older warehouses

along the streetcar’s

southbound 11th Avenue route.

Several blocks further north on

11th, new condo buildings and

renovated warehouses crowd

around the alignment, right.
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the latter area without the latest extension of the Streetcar line.  Both are
building with new residents like Michael Dale in mind, who, on the
Streetcar’s opening day in 2001, told The Oregonian that, “he loves watching
the streetcar pass his window in a way that he said he could never love
looking at a bus. ‘It seems so attractive that you just want to ride it,’ he said.
‘You want an excuse to get on.’”

Development Strategies. But a streetcar line is no “just add water”
development solution. Without the concerted efforts and cooperation of
groups in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors, real estate
development—like the line itself—would not have been as
successful.

The Urban Land Institute’s (ULI) first principle of development
around transit is “Make it Better with a Vision,” and indeed,
development in both the Pearl District and South Waterfront
were guided by a vision before the first foundations were dug.

In the Pearl District, plans mapped a series of three parks—
beginning just north of the downtown core and continuing to
the Willamette River—which would form the public heart of the
area and be bounded on the east and west by the Streetcar line.

In the South Waterfront, public and private developers added
several other development engines geared to synergize with the
streetcar, including the creation of a new campus for Oregon
Health Sciences University, an aerial tram between the old
campus and the new, and an extension of Portland’s popular
waterfront trail system.

Transit-oriented zoning codes are also in place for both new
districts, and indeed, the entire central city. The codes require
that building frontages advance to the sidewalk, encourage
active ground-floor uses, limit the amount of curb cuts and
surface parking, and the district-wide provision of affordable
housing.

TABLE 6

10 Principles for Successful
Development Around Transit

1. Make it Better With a Vision

2. Apply the Power of Partnerships

3. Think Development When
Thinking About Transit

4. Get the Parking Right

5. Build a Place, Not a Project

6. Make Retail Development Market
Driven, Not Transit Driven

7. Mix Uses, but Not Necessarily in
the Same Place

8. Make Buses a Great Idea

9. Encourage Every Price Point to
Live Around Transit

10. Engage Corporate Attention

Source: Urban Land Institute
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Since Portland’s streetcar first started rolling in 2001, two major advances
have occurred that have changed the nation’s transportation landscape in
favor of streetcars. Most recently, President Bush signed SAFETEA-LU, a new
national transportation bill that will shape all federally assisted spending
through 2009. Through the new “Small Starts” program, the new bill will
direct a significant source of funds specifically to streetcar, light rail, and bus
rapid transit projects. Second, more cities have put streetcars, or similar rail
systems into operation, offering a variety of models and a more proven track
record for the mode.

SAFETEA-LU and Small Starts. SAFETEA-LU is the nation’s new
transportation bill, signed into law in August of 2005. Small Starts is a new
program contained in the bill, and a subset of the New Starts program. Since
the early 1990s, New Starts has directed the federal government’s
participation in all major transit capacity expansions.5 According to the
American Planning Association:

The Small Starts program supports transit projects with a federal New
Starts share below $75 million (total costs cannot exceed $250 million).
The program will primarily benefit streetcar, trolley, and bus rapid transit
projects. Smart Starts will be funded at $200 million per year beginning in
FY 2007. Projects are eligible for an expedited review process. Funding for
the program is provided through a set aside of the capital investment
program. … The law does not change the current federal share (80%) for
New Starts, as had been previously proposed.

Several dozen projects were named in the bill to receive funding for various
project stages, from preliminary engineering and design through construction.
Projects set to receive construction funds from either New Starts or Small
Starts include Denver’s West Line and North Corridor; the Utah Commuter
Rail; and a Milwaukee – Kenosha light rail extension. Projects approved for
engineering and design dollars include the Chicago-Ogden streetcar line,
Boise downtown streetcar, San Francisco Third Street light rail line, Los
Angeles Exposition light rail line, Glendale, Ca., downtown streetcar, and rail
extensions in Phoenix, among others.

Given the already crowded field of cities queuing for federal assistance in the
development of transit projects, we anticipate competition for Small Starts
dollars to be tough. The sooner that all the stakeholders in Sacramento can
create and clarify its streetcar vision, the better.

The Federal Transit Administration is still refining its project funding criteria
for Small Starts. Until that program begins in 2007, applications will continue
to be judged against the existing New Starts criteria.

Streetcars in the
National Context

5 Small Starts is one of four new New Starts funding programs. The others, especially
“Growing State and High Density States” may also help to advance Sacramento and
California transportation projects.
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Although much of the attention surrounding the Small Starts program has focused on
the momentum it is expected to deliver to streetcar and bus rapid transit projects,
many of the projects that may be funded during its first years may be LRT. This means
that competition will be even tougher, and that municipalities seeking funding for
streetcars will have to keep a close watch on the FTA’s funding criteria to make sure
they do not favor LRT over streetcar.

The Streetcar in Other U.S. Cities

As can quickly be gathered from the list of New Starts projects above, numerous cities
around the country are assessing the feasibility of streetcar lines, or even proceeding
with plans to lay tracks. Many seem to have been inspired by the Portland model,
others simply by the appeal of the transit mode itself. But several cities have already
joined Portland amongst the small group boasting rail transit in their centers.

Among these cities it is interesting to note that some call the rail lines “streetcars”
while others term them “light rail.” The distinction is often one of terminology, not
structure or operation. For example, although Tacoma, Wa., uses the very same rail
cars as Portland, and offers a very short circulator line, its service is called Tacoma
Link Light Rail. Likewise, San Francisco’s MUNI lines are usually referred to as LRT,
though the cars have approximately the same physical dimensions, and move at the
same speed through mixed traffic as a streetcar.

However, the conceptual distinction between streetcar and LRT, if not the official
terminology, is still important. In Portland and other cities streetcars are lighter,
smaller, quieter, cheaper, and fit more easily into urban surroundings than their light
rail cousins.

Project Finance Strategies in Other Cities

In planning a project, finance plans must realistically address both the initial
construction costs as well as the long-term operations of the project.  An examination
of the experience of other cities demonstrates that successful financing strategies
reflect the interests and motivations of local stakeholders.

In Charlotte, North Carolina, the streetcar was viewed as a fist step in a major
expansion of the city’s transit system.  As a result, streetcar and operations were
financed through a local sales tax dedicated for the construction and operation of
new transit projects including the streetcar and a new light rail system.  In Tampa,
Florida, however, the streetcar was viewed primarily as a tourist vehicle and local
area development tool.  As a result, operations are financed through assessments on
commercial property along the alignment and the sale of long-term sponsorships.  In
Seattle, Washington, the South Lake Union Streetcar is intended to support
development in that area, but will also be integrated into the regional transit system.
As a result, a local assessment will be used to fund almost half the cost of initial
construction, but after two years, 75 percent of operating costs will be absorbed by the
local transit agency.

Details of the financial strategies used in each of these cities are outlined in the
follwing pages.
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Charlotte, North Carolina-Charlotte Trolley

Overview

Length of right of way: 2 miles

Route:  The Charlotte Trolley is a “new” historic electric streetcar in
downtown Charlotte which will connect to a larger regional LRT system
under construction. The route connects the convention center to the Uptown
business district, the South End shopping and entertainment district, and the
site of a future sports arena.

Ridership: 263,000 in 2004

Construction cost: $40 million total-$19.8 million for initial startup with an
additional $4.1 million later allocated for station ADA improvements, train
control equipment, and rolling stock. The balance was used for the acquisition
of rights-of-way.

Annual operating cost: Estimated at  $931,968 for FY 2005

Operator: Charlotte Area Transit Systems (CATS)

Opening Date: June 2004

Capital Funds

In 1998, the City of Charlotte
allocated $16.7 million to
purchase the trolley right of way
and existing tracks.  In 1999, City
voters approved a 0.5 percent
sales tax to finance the
construction of new transit
construction and operations
including the Charlotte Trolley
and a light rail system that is now
under construction.  Construction
costs for the trolley were
approximately $23.9 million.

Operating Funds

Fares, which are $1.00 for
individual tickets, are expected
to generate approximately
$150,000 in FY 2005.  An
additional $780,000 in
operating costs will be paid for
out of funds generated by the
sales tax.

TABLE 7: CAPITAL FINANCING SOURCES

Fund Sources      Amount

City General Fund $16,700,000

Transit Sales Tax Revenue $23,900,000

Total $40,600,000

Source: City of Charlotte and Leland Consulting Group

TABLE 8: OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FINANCING PLAN FY 2005

Fund Sources  Amount

Farebox $150,000

Transit Sales Tax Revenue $780,000

Total $930,000

Source: City of Charlotte and Leland Consulting Group
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Overview

Length of right of way: 2.3 miles

Route: Provides service between six hotels, the convention center,
entertainment venues, cruise terminals, parking facilities, and residences.

Ridership: 429,000 in 2004

Construction cost: $31.5 million for vehicles and rail; additional $23.5 million
for stations and a new downtown intermodal hub

Annual operating cost: $1.4 million projected for 2005

Operator: HARTLine through contract with Tampa Historic Streetcar Inc.

Opening Date: October 2002

Operating Funds

Operating expenses in 2005 are anticipated to be
approximately $1.4 million dollars.  Expenses in
2004 were almost $1 million higher than is
forecast for 2005 due to a now resolved dispute
involving a grade crossing owned by CSX
Corporation.  One-time grants and a distribution
from an endowment fund allowed the program
to absorb this added cost, and management
expects that recurring revenues and an
endowment will allow the streetcar to operate
without general fund revenue for at least ten,
and potentially 20 years.

Tampa, Florida- TECO Line Streetcar

In 2005, the project’s operations will be financed
primarily through Farebox and charter revenue
(approximately 35 percent), a local special
property assessment 23 percent), federal
operating grants (14 percent), and investment
earnings and a drawdown on the project
endowment.  The endowment fund consists of
approximately $5.4 million dollars generated by the sale of ten-year
sponsorships, and it is anticipated that this will be depleted over ten years, at
which time, sponsorship renewals will be used to replenish the endowment.

Fareboxes
Farebox revenue provided $484,000 in 2004.  Fares were $1.00 through most of
2004, but were recently raised to $1.50.  Charter revenue represents revenue
from special events for which the Trolley service was rented.

Grants
In 2004, the project received $200,000 from the Tampa Port Authority and
$664,000 in Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality grants.  These grants
represent a non-recurring revenue source.  The HARTLine Federal Grant

TABLE 9

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FINANCING FY 2004

Fund Sources Amount

Farebox $446,000

Charters $7,632

Port Authority Grant $200,000

HARTLine CMAQ Grant $664,332

Special Assessment $319,126

Endowment investment earnings $488,000

HARTLine Federal Grant $200,000

Inkind Advertising $17,160

Advertising $550

Draw down on endowment principle $218,000

Total $2,560,800

Source: Tampa Historic Streetcar, Inc. Financial Statements for
September 30, 2004 and Leland Consulting Group
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represents operating aid from the Federal Transit Administration and
distributed through HartLine.  This aid is expected to be available annually in
future years.

Operating Endowment
Prior to and after opening, Tampa Historic Streetcar Inc. sold naming rights
and sponsorships for the line and individual stops.  These sponsorship rights
remain in place for ten years and provide an operating endowment intended
to support operating expenses for at least ten years.  Current funds are
approximately $5.4 million.  In 2004, this fund generated $319,000 in
appreciation and an additional $218,000 was drawn from the principal.
Because of the resolution of issues surrounding the CSX crossing, it is believed
that there far less, if any, need to draw upon endowment principal in 2005.
The current management believes that revenue from naming rights and
renewals will allow the streetcar to operate without city general fund subsidy
for up to 20 years.

Assessments
Assessments on property within three districts served by the streetcar (the
downtown CBD, the Channel District, and Ybor City) generated $319,000 in
2004.  This is based on a millage rate of 0.00033.  At present, only commercial
property is assessed, but this may change in the future.

Seattle, Washington- South Lake Union Streetcar

Overview

Length of right of way: 1.3 miles per direction/2.6 miles total

Route: The South Lake Union Streetcar is currently in the planning
stages.  The proposed route will connect the South Lake Union
district, just north of downtown  Seattle, with Westlake Center in
downtown, which will be a major connection point for light rail,
buses, and monorail.  The South Lake Union district is a burgeoning
high tech and biotechnology research district and has seen significant
recent investment in new urban housing and research businesses.

Ridership: Projected to be 333,000 to 380,000 annually

Total construction cost: $47.5 million plus contingency of $4.3 million

Annual operating cost: $1.5 million

Operator: King County Metro

Opening Date: Summer 2007 (projected)
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Capital Financing Plan

Total construction costs are expected to total approximately $47.5 million.  Of
this amount, a local
improvement district will
generate $25 million, and
federal grants and
appropriations are
expected to provide
approximately $12
million.  State sources are
expected to generate $6
million, and the sale of
development rights as
well as the sale of
surplus city property is
anticipated to generate
the remaining $5 million
required.

Local improvement
district
A mileage rate for the
local improvement
district has not been
established.  It was
estimated, however, that
the project would generate increases in property values of greater than $25
million, and that a LID would therefore be likely to contribute that amount as
part of the capital-financing plan.

Joint Development of Maintenance Base
The agency determined that it would be feasible to build commercial or
residential uses above the planned maintenance facility, and that a developer
would be willing to pay $2.7 to $3.4 million for those development rights.

FTA Grants
The FTA 5307 program provides operating and capital funds for transit
projects in urbanized areas.  Funding is provided on the basis of population
density.  Unused funds can be transferred to other applicants on a competitive
basis.  The FTA 5309 program provides dedicated funds for capital projects on
a competitive basis.

Federal Appropriation
Appropriations reflect funding that results from specific legislation passed by
Congress.

State Appropriation
Appropriations reflect funding that results from specific legislation passed
by the state legislature.

EDA Grant
The source of this grant was not clear from available material.

TABLE 10
CAPITAL FINANCING SOURCES

Fund  Source Amount
Local improvement district $25,000,000

Joint development of maintenance base $2,500,000

Secured Public Sources

Puget Sound Regional Council (FTA Formula 5307 grants) $5,300,000

Federal Appropriations (FHWY 2004 and 2005) $4,000,000

State Appropriations $3,000,000

Pending Public Sources

Puget Sound Regional Council (FTA Competitive 5307 grants) Up to $150,000

Federal Appropriation (2006) Up to $3,000,000

Economic Development Agency Grant Up to $3,000,000

Sale of surplus City property Up to $5,400,000

Total $47,535,000

Source: South Lake Union Streetcar Capital Financing and Operating and Maintenance
Plan, City of Seattle Office of Policy and Management, April 13, 2005 and Leland
Consulting Group
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Sale of Surplus Property
The City of Seattle sold property in South Lake Union and the City Council
adopted policy guidelines directing a portion of the proceeds to be dedicated
to the streetcar project.

Operations Plan

In its first two years of
operation, the streetcar
will rely on ongoing
revenue from fares, FTA
operating funds, bulk
passes, and the sale of ten
year sponsorships of the
line and individual
stations.  It is anticipated
that much of the revenue
generated by the sale of
the ten-year sponsorships
will be spent during this
two-year start up period.

After two years, King
County Metro, the Seattle
area transit agency, has agreed to fund 75 percent of the project’s operating
deficit after Farebox recovery.  This revenue will flow from Metro’s general
operating budget, which is supported by a 0.6 percent sales tax as well as
federal funds.  The remaining funds will be provided by the sale of bulk
passes, federal operating funds, and remaining funds from the sale of
sponsorships with the City of Seattle providing a guarantee for any remaining
shortfall.

Farebox Recovery
Annual ridership is estimated to be between 330,000 and 380,000 boardings.
The streetcar will be fully integrated into the Metro fare system, which offers
both individual tickets and monthly passes.  While single ride tickets will cost
$1.25, actual revenue is expected at $0.75 per boarding due to the sale of
discounted passes.

FTA Formula Funds
The FTA 5307 program provides funding for urban transit systems on a
population basis.

Streetcar line sponsorships, station sponsors, and bulk passes
The sale of ten-year sponsorships is anticipated to generate $2.8 million that
can be drawn upon to support operation of the streetcar during the first two
years.  The sale of bulk passes is anticipated to provide a recurring revenue
source.

King County Metro
After the two-year start up period, King County Metro will fund 75 percent of
the operating cost of the streetcar after Farebox recovery.  The City of Seattle is
anticipated to use revenue from the sale of bulk passes, FTA operating grants,
and remaining funds from the sale of ten- year sponsorships to fund its share
of the streetcar’s operating cost.

TABLE 11
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FINANCING PLAN FOR PHASE I (JUNE 2007
THROUGH JUNE 2009)

Fund Sources Amount
Farebox recovery $573,120

FTA Formula Funds $262,181

Streetcar line sponsorships $1,500,000

Station sponsors $1,300,000

Bulk passes $117,500

Less contribution for future operating reserves $568,859

Total Operating Revenue $3,183,943

Source: South Lake Union Streetcar Capital Financing and Operating and Maintenance
Plan, City of Seattle Office of Policy and Management, April 13, 2005 and Leland
Consulting Group


